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Abstract 
 
In October 2010 an archaeological survey of Caisteal 
Grugaig broch, Totaig (NGR: NG 8669 2508) was 
undertaken by AOC Archaeology Group on behalf of 
Forestry Commission Scotland. The survey was 
undertaken using a Trimble FX laser scanner, and a 
detailed descriptive report and photographic record 
compiled. 
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Caisteal Grugaig, Totaig 
Archaeological Syrvey Report 

 

1.0  Introduction 
 
1.1 AOC Archaeology Group was commissioned by the Forestry Commission Scotland to 

undertake a detailed survey of the complex Atlantic roundhouse, or broch, at Caisteal 
Grugaig, Totaig, Invernesshire (NGR: NG 8669 2508; NMRS no.: NG82NE 2), and to provide 
a detailed record, a statement on condition and a basis for future conservation management 
plans. 

 
1.2 The survey was undertaken on Wednesday 6th October 2010, in weather conditions that 

were for the most part good, although rain showers were increasingly heavy towards the end 
of the survey. 

 

2.0  Survey Methodology 
 
2.1 The measured survey was undertaken using a Trimble FX laser scanner. The FX scanner is 

a phase comparison system, capable of full dome scanning at ranges of c.0.5m to 50m, at 
resolutions of up to 92 lines per degree.  Scanning was undertaken at Caisteal Grugaig using 
a resolution setting of 34 lines per degree, yielding a typical point-cloud resolution of 5mm at 
10m from the instrument.  Overlapping stations mean that the majority of the broch is 
scanned at a resolution better than c. 2mm. The survey was controlled using spherical and 
flat targets, located using a Trimble S6 total station working on  a local grid. The control 
survey was georeferenced to the OS grid during post-processing, and the laser scan data 
registered in Trimble Realworks v.6.5.  

 
2.2 Interpreted detail was surveyed in the field using the S6, on the same grid as the control 

survey, allowing interpretation to be overlain on the laser scan data, and detailed 
measurements of restricted internal dimensions were taken manually using a Leica Disto. 
The final site drawings were produced in AutoCAD 2009. 

 
2.3 A detailed photographic record was produced and the locations of the photographs plotted 

on the site survey. A detailed descriptive record was compiled in the field which forms the 
basis for the following report. 

 

3.0  The site 
 

3.1 Situation and general description 
 
3.2 Caisteal Grugaig broch is located on a steep N-facing slope overlooking Loch Alsh (Figure 

1), close to a small stream and occupying a rocky outcrop which has forced the builders to 
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compensate for the topography in several unusual ways. The site is approached up a steep 
path from the north, and entered from its lowest point, on the NE.  

 
 

3.3 Exterior areas of the broch 
 
3.4 The entrance to the broch is on the NE of the wall circuit, comprising a passageway 0.87m 

wide and 1.47m high, faced on the exterior by large quarried blocks, the basal stones being 
0.6 to 0.8m squared (Plates 1 & 2). The higher stones in the outer masonry face on the E 
side of the entrance project outwards from the wall face by up to 0.2m, and the pinning 
stones (pinnings) beneath have fallen out from the wall, possibly due to the slumping and 
settlement of the corbelled cell behind. The exterior wall face at this point is near vertical, 
with no appreciable batter, probably due to slippage and twisting of the outer wall of the 
corbelled cell behind. This contrasts with the wall face to the W of the entrance (Point B), 
which batters back, each course being c.0.07m back from that below. 

 
3.5 The entrance passage itself is capped on the exterior face by a large triangular lintel, 1.0m 

high, 1.32m wide and 0.32m thick (plate 2). A single stone of the masonry coursing above 
the lintel survives. 

 
3.6 In area C, the exterior wall face has collapsed for much of the N quadrant of the site, and no 

external facing stones are visible. The rubble slopes down at c.60 degrees and comprises 
blocks of a range of sizes, from 0.25m across to large boulders up to 1.0m across. The wall 
face has expanded and twisted at the break point between B and C, and the pinning stones 
have largely been lost (Plates 3, 4, 5 and 6). At Point D the wall face is preserved, although 
expansion caused by the collapse at Point C has caused the loss of the pinning stones and 
at least one large facing block has been lost (Plates 7 & 8). There is evidence of some 
splitting of the larger stones at this point, and the wall face is relatively precarious above the 
voids caused by fallen stones. 

 
3.7 At Point E the wall face comprises very large blocks averaging c.1.2m by 0.6m, mostly set 

with the grain of the gneiss running parallel to the coursing, but with occasional examples set 
with the grain running vertically (plate 9). The bedrock climbs sharply at this point and 
slippage of the large blocks down this slope may have been the cause of the loss of the 
pinning stones in the lower courses. Where these survive, the pinnings are mostly c. 0.06 to 
0.2m across, though some are as small as 0.01 to 0.02m square. 

 
3.8 At Point F the external wall face has been repaired with poor quality build in stones 

averaging c.0.25m by 0.10m (Plate 10). This seems likely to be a modern repair, possibly 
carried out during the 19th century excavations. 

 
3.9 At Point G, the wall face is relatively well preserved, composed of large blocks, on average 

0.8m by 0.4m across. Some of these are cracked, and many of the pinning stones have been 
lost: very few remain. This disturbance has possibly occurred as a result of the slippage of 
the basal courses of the wall, which are laid on steeply sloping bedrock that drops away to 
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the stream on the E. The batter of the wall at Point G is slight, with the face of each course 
stepped  c.0.03m back from the face of the course beneath. 

 
3.10 Point H, closest to the stream on the E is very overgrown with moss and bracken (Plates 11 

& 12). The wall steps down, following the bedrock, and stands to only 1.5m in four courses of 
large blocks. The wall footings are obscured by rubble tumble. 

 
3.11 At Point I the wall face is largely obscured by an overgrown mass of rubble, and may have 

partially collapsed at this point (Plate 13). The rubble slopes steeply down to the stream to 
the E, and is comprised of blocks averaging c.0.4m by 0.4m by 0.3m. This rubble obscures 
all of the wall face to Point A. To the E of the entrance, there is a depression in the rubble, 
faced with a poorly built revetment in front of the broch wall (plate 14). This construction may 
be of relatively recent origin. Similarly, a curving line of stones defining the path to the broch 
entrance seems likely to be modern, the stones most likely having come from the collapse of 
the broch itself. 

 

4.0 Intra-mural features 
 
4.1 Entrance Passage 
 
4.2 The entrance passageway to the broch is 3.46m long, 0.9m wide, between the door jambs, 

widening to 1.43m behind them (Plate 15). The doorway, between the jambs, is 1.47m high; 
the passageway continues at this height for three lintels (including the triangular lintel) 
averaging 0.22m wide, but behind the door checks the passage lintels step up to a height of  
1.75m, under a lintel 0.58m wide, then up again to the next lintel (0.75m wide and 1.96m 
high), and again to the final lintel at 2.01m above the passage floor (interior threshold lintel is 
1.17m wide). The floor of the passage slopes upwards very gently to the S, a few blocks of 
rubble are scattered on the surface (Plates 17 & 18). 

 
4.3 A bar hole is present in the right hand (E-facing) wall of the passage, 0.75m from the ground 

(plate 16). The hole is 0.23m by 0.37m square and extends back into the wall for 2.35m. A 
void in the corresponding position on the left hand (W-facing) wall is most likely due to partial 
collapse, or perhaps due to the expedient creation of a shallow socket for the closing-bar 
after the primary construction. 

 
4.4 A single guard cell (Cell 1, see below) is entered through the right hand passage wall, by 

stepping up onto a threshold stone (now broken) through an opening 0.48m wide by 0.96m 
high (Plate 19). The cell is now choked with rubble, and access through this doorway is 
difficult as a result. 

 

4.5 Cell 1: Guard Cell 
 
4.6 The guard cell, Cell 1, comprises an oval chamber, accessed from the broch entrance 

passage. The cell is now largely filled with rubble, although access is still possible from the 
entrance and via the collapsed chamber roof (Plates 21 & 22). The chamber measures 
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3.33m long and around 1.42m wide internally. The floor is not visible beneath the rubble, but 
the highest surviving capping stone is 1.8m above the rubble surface. The chamber must 
therefore be c.3.6m high above the entrance passage floor. The chamber is built from blocks 
averaging 0.6m by 0.32m, though there is use of pinning stones averaging 0.2, by 0.07m 
throughout. The chamber corbels inwards more steeply on the inside (N-facing), and more 
vertically on the S-facing side. The chamber appears to be relatively stable in its current 
condition, and none of the stones appears to be at immediate risk of collapse despite the 
corbelling having been compromised on the E. The hole caused by the collapse of the 
chamber capping stones is c. 2.0m in diameter. 

 

4.7 Cell 2 
 
4.8 In the E in the interior of the broch, Cell 2 is entered through a doorway 0.85m high and 

0.48m wide (Plate 23). The cell is roughly oval, measuring 1.33m by 2.14m internally and is 
built from stones averaging c.0.30m by 0.2m across on the N side (Plate 24). Much larger 
stones are used on the S side, where a single large block forms the junction between Cells 2 
and 3, and it is easy to see through the voids in the walling. Cell 2 corbels inwards steeply 
(cf. MacKie 2002:862) and from a height of 1.28m, much larger blocks are used to cap the 
cell (Plates 25 & 36). The interior of the cell rises to a maximum height of 2.02m. Previous 
surveyors have described an aumbry in the walling of Cell 2; this was not apparent to the 
current surveyors. 

 
4.9 Cell 2 is generally in good condition and does not appear to be at risk of collapse, although 

there had been rabbit activity in the cell recently to the time of survey, representing a 
possible risk to soft sediments in the cell.  

 

4.10 Cell 3 
 
4.11 Immediately to the N of the entrance to Cell 2, Cell 3 is entered through a much wider 

doorway 1.06m wide and 1.63m tall (plate 26). The position of the two adjacent doorways 
creates a significant interruption of the internal scarcement, which is 0.5m above ground 
level to the S of the entrance to Cell 3, and at lintel height c.0.74m above ground level at the 
entrance to Cell 2. MacKie (2002:862) considers the scarcement to rise over the two 
adjacent entrances in a series of shallow steps, but the present surveyors believe that the 
scarcement instead continues across the doorways, with the walling between the openings 
containing a projecting ledge stone to continue the shelf across the doorways. This leaves 
some uncertainty over how the first floor was supported by the scarcement at this Point, 
perhaps indicating the presence of a timber stair well within the wooden furnishings of the 
building. 

 
4.12 The interior of Cell 3 is a curving space containing the first flight of intramural steps, leading 

to Level 2 of the broch (Plates 27 and 28). The lower level of Cell 3 is roughly square-ended 
to the N, measuring 2.05m from the entrance threshold to the back wall and 1.67m tall above 
the rubble floor of the cell. Two capping lintels survive over the lower area of Cell 3, each 
c.0.50m wide. The cell gives access to the staircase which leads clockwise up five steps to 
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Level 2. The cell narrows at this point to 1.01m in width, before widening again at Level 2 to 
c.1.2m. At Level 2, the capping lintels of the upper passage survive, making the passage 
1.9m tall (Plate 29). The walls are well faced, though the W end of the passage has 
collapsed just beyond the exit from the cell into the broch at Level 2. Near this point, the 
interior wall face is checked inwards to narrow the passage, possibly in order to act as a 
butress support for the Level 2 doorway, which provides access into the broch interior from 
the S (Plate 30). This doorway is 1.91m tall and 0.60m wide, and enters the broch interior 
just above the scarcement ledge (Plate 31). The entrance contains two visible steps from 
scarcement level up into Level 2 of Cell 3, though the area is partly obscured with rubble.  
The upper areas of the broch wall at Level 2 batter steeply inwards, so that the top of the 
interior wall face overhangs the wall footing by 0.32m; MacKie has speculated reasonably 
that this may be close to the level of a second, upper scarcement, albeit that it is difficult 
without further analysis to establish how this would have worked in practice. 

 
4.13 Beyond the Level 2 entrance into the broch interior, Cell 3 is very ruinous, and it is difficult to 

be certain whether the numerous large stones lying across the broch wall at this point 
represent fallen tie-stones of the upper areas of the wall or lintels of the chamber beneath 
here forming the gallery floor. MacKie reports that a further set of stairs was visible in the 
void beyond Cell 3, observed by Watson in 1924, but this area is now ruinous and no certain 
evidence of these stairs can be seen.  

 

4.14 Cell 4 
 
4.15 In the W in the broch interior, a partially blocked opening provides access to Cell 4 (Plate 

32). The doorway is 0.82m high and 0.56m wide, and is capped by a heavy lintel which has 
slipped from its original position. The wall face is dilapidated in this area, and has been badly 
disturbed by slumping of the stonework down slope; many of the pinning stones are missing 
in this area. It seems probable that the collapse of the outer wall face of the broch at Point C 
has compromised the integrity of Cell 4 and caused the collapse of its internal wall facings. 
The extent of the cell can be traced at various points between the entrance to the cell and 
the broch entrance passage, however, where it terminates in a round-ended corbel (Plate 
34).  

 
4.16 A further observable feature in the interior wall face cannot be easily explained. There is a 

construction break in the masonry in the N (Plate 33).The laser scan data suggests that this 
break is a return carried through the thickness of the inner wall, although its purpose is not 
clear. It is possible that there was originally access to cell 4 from this point, but the lack of a 
corresponding return to create a doorway makes this seem less likely. It is probable that the 
reason for the construction break could only be explained through inspection from inside Cell 
4, which would require excavation. 

 

5.0 Level 2 features 
 
5.1 Above the entrance passage, the remains of a recessed gallery is visible typical of the better 

preserved broch towers (Plate 35). This feature comprises a recess in the Level 2 wall, 
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reducing the weight of stonework resting on the entrance passage lintels, similar in form to 
those found in the Glenelg brochs. The remainder of the broch wall at this level is ruinous, 
though several large rectangular blocks seem likely to derive from tie-stones or lintels of the 
Level 2 gallery (see also discussion by MacKie 2002).  

 

5.2 The scarcement 
 
5.3 The interior wall face of the broch features a prominent scarcement ledge, which averages c. 

0.35 to 0.4 m in width (Plate 37) and, contrary to the impression given by previous surveyors 
and the drawing reproduced by Graham (1949:15), the scarcement is somewhat less than 
level, there being c.80cm difference between its highest points on the S and E sides of the 
broch and its lowest, to the N and W. As noted above, the entrances to Cells 2 and 3 
interrupt the scarcement ledge, although the ledge is continued by a projecting stone 
between the two openings. The position of the scarcement in relation to the entrance, 
bedrock level and mural cells raises interesting questions about the nature of the internal 
floor at Level 1, which would have required the incorporation of stairwells or corridors to 
provide access from the entrance to Cells 2 and 3. These aspects of the broch warrant 
further study and experimental modelling. 

 

6.0  Condition statement 
 
6.1 The broch is generally in good condition, with few areas raising immediate need for concern. 

However, the structure has suffered significantly from slumping, and the effects of the 
masonry expansion caused by the breach of the exterior wall face at points C, D and 
possibly H have left some parts of the broch in a fragile state. Experimental reconstruction 
and demolition has demonstrated that where breach of the broch wall takes place, the 
release of compression causes pinning stones to fall from the walling and larger quarried 
blocks to crack under  tensile stress. The expansion can further destabilise corbelled cells, 
which rely on compressive stress for stability, and this, latter, seems to have been the reason 
for the partial collapse of Cell 4.  

 
6.2 For the most part, there is little evidence to suggest that the corbelled cells are in danger of 

further collapse, provided only that the masonry envelopes that contain them remain 
undisturbed. However, in several areas around the exterior wall face, particularly in areas B, 
D and E large stones are no longer supported by solid foundations, and further collapse in 
these areas should be considered a real possibility.  

 
6.3 Other potential threats to the integrity of the monument include disturbance by plant and tree 

growth. At the time of survey the interior of the site was dominated by grasses, ferns and 
bracken (Pteridium Aquilinum), as well as heather (Calluna vulgaris) and primrose 
(Primulaceae sp.).  Trees growing on and close to the broch include ash (Fraxinus excelsior), 
Oak (Quercus sp.) and hazel (Corylus sp.). There was abundant evidence of rabbit activity 
on the site, though no obvious signs of significant burrowing into soft sediments. 
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Appendix 1: Photographic Register 
 
The full archive of photographs taken during the survey to which the following register relates can be 
found on the accompanying CD-ROM. 
 

Photos Description 
1-3 General view of entrance from NE 
4-6 View of entrance from exterior, from NE 
7-9 View of exterior wall face at Point A, showing near vertical batter, from NW 
10-12 View of exterior wall face at Point B, from N 
13-15 Break Point between B and C, from N 
16-18 View of collapsed area C, from W 
19-21 View of expanded wall face at Point D, from W 
22-24 View of wall face at Point D, from NW 
25-27 Detail of Point D, from W 
28-30 View of Point D, from SW 
31-33 View of Point E, from S 
34-36 Detail of Point E, showing missing pinnings and vertical grain, from S 
37-39 Rebuild at Point G, from SW 
40-42 Wall face at Point G, from SW 
43-46 Wall face at Point G, from SE 
47-49 Wall face at Point H, from NE 
50-52 Rubble mass at Point I, from N 
53-58 Revetment in rubble mass at Point I, from N 
59-61 Stones leading to entrance of broch, from N 
62-64 View of entrance passage door checks, from S 
65-67 Bar hole in entrance passage, E-facing elevation 
68-70 View of door checks in entrance passage, from S 
71-73 Bar hole, from E 
74-76 Entrance to cell 1 (guard cell), from W 
77-79 View of entrance passage from broch interior, from S 
80-82 Corbelling of cell 1, from below 
83-85 Cell1, from above 
86-88 Entrance to cell 2, from w 
89-94 Stonework and corbelling of cell 2 
95-97 View into cell 3, from broch interior 
98-100 Cell 3 lower, from top of stairs, from SW 
101-103 View into cell 3, Level 2, from bottom of stairs 
104-109 View into cell 3, Level 2, from wall head, from NE 
110-114 View into cell 3, Level 2, showing lintels, from E 
115 General view into broch from S 
116-118 Cell 3, upper doorway to interior Level 2, from N 
119-121 Cell 4, partially collapsed doorway, from E 
122-138 Views of interior wall face, turning clockwise from entrance 
139-149 Cylindrical panorama shots of broch interior 

 



 

 

150-3 Ruinous wall head above cell 4, from  S 
154-162 Ruinous wall head at W end of cell 3, from W 
163 General view of entrance passage and cells 2 and 3 
164-167 View into cell 3, Level 2, from wall head, from W 
168-183 General views of broch interior 
184-190 Plants growing on the broch at the time of survey. 
191-193 General view of broch entrance, from SE 
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Figure 10
Caisteal Grugaig
Entrance elevation & sections
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Figure 11
Caisteal Grugaig
Cells 2 and 3 elevations & sections
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Figure 12
Caisteal Grugaig
Section through cell 3, level 2

Figure 13
Caisteal Grugaig
Entrance passage, isometric perspective view
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Plate 1: Entrance to the broch, from the NE

Plate 2: Entrance to the broch, from the NE, showing triangular lintel



Plate 3: Entrance to the broch, showing triangular lintel and stonework at point A

Plate 4: Exterior wall face at point B



Plate 5: Exterior wall face stone work at break point B/C

Plate 6: Rubble slope at point C



Plate 7: Exterior wall face at break point C/D, showing collapse and missing pinnings

Plate 8: Missing pinning stones and cracked and fallen blocks at point D



Plate 9: Exterior wall face at point E

Plate 10: Poor quality rebuild of exterior wall face at point F



Plate 11: Exterior wall face at point H

Plate 12: Rubble abutting exterior wall face at point H



Plate 13: Rublle collapse abutting exterior wall face at point I

Plate 14: Revetment wall in rubble collapse to N of broch, area A



Plate 15: Broch entrance passage, looking outwards, showing door jambs

Plate 16: Bar hole in entrance passage, right elevation



Plate 17: Entrance passage, left (NW-facing)elevation

Plate 18: Entrance passage, right (SE-facing) elevation



Plate 19: Entrance to cell 1, from entrance passage, from NW

Plate 20: View down entrance passage from broch interior, from SW



Plate 21: Partially collapsed corbelling of cell 1, from below

Plate 22: View into cell 1, from NE



Plate 23: Entrance to cell 2, from W

Plate 24: Stone work in cell 2



Plate 25: Corbelling of cell2, from below

Plate 26: Entrances to cells 2 and 3, from W



Plate 27: Cell 3, lower, from top of stairs

Plate 28: Cell 3, level 2 from bottom of stairs



Plate 29: Cell3, level 2, from wall head, from NE

Plate 30: Cell 3, level 2, showing collapse at W end, from E



Plate 31: Doorway from cell3, level 2, from broch interior, from N

Plate 32: Entrance to cell 4, from E



Plate 33: Construction break in interior wall face to the N

Plate 34: Ruinous broch wall, above cell 4, from SW



Plate 35: Relieving recess above entrance, from S

Plate 36: View into cell 3, level 2, from W



Plate 37: General view of broch interior, from S

Plate 38: Corbelled stonework of cell 2 (laser scan screenshot)
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